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How Repression, Theft and 
Deliberate Ignorance  

have harmed Australia: 
 
 

• Foregone Benefits – Bushfire Risk à, 
Less Waste & Corruption, Healthier 
Communities 

• Excessive Costs, More Risk, More 
Delays to Benefit Flows 

• Gross Stupidities - $3 trillion Washed 
away / Narcissism! 

• Corrupt Conflicts – IPA iA iNSW PCA 
BCA  

+  
Table of Accountabilities: Chalmers & Albanese 

 
This a tale of woe, of how a great political movement lost its way in NSW and now that it has turfed out the 
malevolence of Turnbull/Morrison in Canberra, is allowing that malevolent ooze to permeate its inner 
sanctum.  The whole of Australia is suffering the effects of “Bairdijiklian Malenomics” which started in June 
2012.  Specific indicators include vicious cruelty to communities and individuals,  rejection of “Budget 
repair” and better advice, theft of cherry-picked ideas, and much more of which this is an helicopter ride: 

• Political confusion and variability, no “plan”, excessive delays in adjustments, clumsy mechanisms 

• Lack of “balance” between cities & regions, “imbalance” in infrastructure spending, high regional 
impacts 

• Excessive reliance on debt, projects have extremely low “revenue cover” (less than 5% in the Metros) 
and low to negative benefit/cost ratios 

• Engineering crises in WestConnex and Metro – Australia’s “biggest projects” and least sustainable, 
the Western Sydney City Plan is destructive on transit and freight systems  

• Budgets prevent spending on sooner, cheaper and more effective “options” (cf Eddington in 
Melbourne and Greiner/Gibbons in Sydney)  

• Projects are poorly planned:  high levels of waste and cost overruns, they produce more congestion 
not less 

Right now, NSW is proceeding with a metro where I saved $4 billion in costs and where Berejiklian and 
Perrottet slammed the door in my face.  Ditto the “best idea idea in 100 years” where journalists gave their 
usual corrupt support to the malevolents.  Albanese has refused to assist with the “smart politics” in my 
letter of 22 May etc. 
 
Faced with the challenge of reducing carbon emissions by at least 43% under 2005 levels means the long 
repression of Budget “repair” and proper balancing  must end – in accordance with OECD protocols. 
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In addition, the cruelty of Turnbull, Morrison and Frydenberg, with Kennedy wielding the hatchet, is grossly 
inconsistent with Labor’s promised “Integrity”, similarly that I have been suppressed continuously as well.  
A wide range of good folk have been informed but not one has expressed a commitment to truth and 
courage. 
 

They will apologise for nothing.  The current 
document (2020) brings Treasurers 
Frydenberg’s and Perrottet’s (NSW) 
misrepresentation of OECD’s views into focus, 
for the community and OECD’s benefit itself, 
and should be read in the broad context of 
Australia’s geographical isolation and its trade 
cycle, and unrequited bushfire damage where 
the only scheme to reduce the risk is also 
suppressed.   

 
Do not forget outcomes.  The cruelty shown by the 
LNP apparatchiks went deeply in malevolence, they 
did not care if hurting me, their mission, led to 
beneficiaries being bashed by the Turnbulls, 
Morrison, Frydenberg, Kennedy, Taylor, Gaetjens, 
Baird, Berejiklian and Constance, then Albanese, 
Chalmers and Kennedy again et al.  

 
Incredibly, Frydenberg and Berejiklian deliberately ravaged SMEs in travel and accommodation out of 
malice towards this one analyst who had pushed for them to be given "stimulus" in their hour of deepest 
need.  Standards have slipped but you can rely on self-interest to defend democracy!  Well, not usually but I 
do and will. 

 
 

 
 

I’ve been through three massive bushfires and almost died in the 1994 “Ring of Fire”, and in Katoomba in 
2013 had two brain sparks, fireproof homes which is one story, and a national indigenous firefighting 
network which is described in detail at sydneybetrayals.me. 
 

This citizen is a canary 
in the mine, always 
been a defender of 
the Public Interest, 

now angry at 
malevolence & 
incompetence 
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History but a good guide ~ 
 

 
 

Here are the bushfires and the absolute malevolence of the LNP and ALP suppressing my work: 
 

 
This is typical of the positive offers I sent to Chalmers – all of which he treated with fear and contempt: 
 

My basic assumption has to be that Kennedy will do anything and everything he can to hurt me. 
Therefore I'm about to make your life easier by giving you no choice. 
 
My targets remain the business and skills Summit and the budget and the specific Focus today is 
your inability to incorporate my intellectual property without my permission although I offered it to 
the prime minister gratis on 22 May, so for today I pound the costs of suppression. 
 
Let's start right now on fire risk reduction through about 8000 indigenous Rangers, properly trained 
and equipped, over 10 years. I am the only one thinking this way and I've now included the heavy lift 
helicopters which we should buy because of the annual balance between fires and floods, again I'm 
the only one thinking this way. 
 
You're aware of the amount of material I have on the cost of suppression, need for Budget repair, 
the disorganisation as I see it of the summit and the budget preparations, and the failures of 
integrity. 
 
Alternatively, accept the letter of 22 May, deed and deposit by 9 and I will make a supportive 
announcement, isn't that happy! So happy! 

The 8 years of forced homelessness and destitution and emergence of 3 critical illnesses, 62 days of 
antibiotics and 10 days in hospital, produced no sign of empathy from Albanese, Chalmers and their peers, all 
because I am courageous and independent, add: 

1. Save the Children and kids’ hunger and poverty charities – calculated to be 8,000 and more 

2. Beanies for Brain Cancer, Mark Hughes Foundation, they raised $2.3 m before COVID so I offered 
them two of those which would have met a real gap - double bastardry by LNP 

3. Police Legacy Wall to Wall, NSW & Victoria x 2 years 
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4. Men of League 

5. Marie Bashir Institute 

6. My special mission from 1972 - National Institute to Remember Forgotten Heroes 

7. Tim Fisher projects including world first pure sustainable train (better than Byron) - rejected by Mike 
Cannon-Brookes who wastes money everywhere else 

8. Set-up of an indigenous women's' NRL team attached to a mainstream club as is the practice - 
attacked by V'Landys as Berejiklian's buddy, shows the oceans-deep malice 

9. About 8,000-strong indigenous landcare program in teams of 100 to reduce fire risks in major (1,000 
sq m) tranches over an initial 10 years - Aboriginal ministers Wyatt then Burney have been unfair and 
incompetent in plagiarising the notion 

10. Rollout of 10 fireproof demonstration homes deliberately suppressed especially with 2019's savage 
fires, repeated in Western Australia 

11. My family  

How much jealousy is there in back corridors where initiative has been frowned on for generations?  My 
websites and books forensically analyse Australia’s  problems and provide the solutions at a quality I have 
been famous for in energy, water and sewerage, state development, local government in various places but 
especially Newcastle;  facing blockages by hubrists in State and Territory governments. 
 
Institutes call for reforms nominally and here are some pointers: 

• current politicians are unsure of the science:   they make bold statements about 43% reductions in 
carbon emissions by 2030 but promote increased carbon exploration, mining and processing 
against scientific and economic logic (a hot topic on ABC Insiders on 17 July 2022) 

• current politicians like PM Albanese, Chris Bowen (Climate), Penny Wong (Foreign) and Tanya 
Plibersek (Environment) have been assuring the Northern Australian and Pacific Islanders that we 
have their best interests at heart, definitely going to contribute to  […], where the science says we 
can’t lower ocean levels until we can stop the waters from rising 

• the ALP in government remains inclined, if not committed, to allowing mining to continue in 
traditional “blue collar” regions and are not committed to Newcastle-style rapid transfer to “new 
economy” engagement and manufacture.  The anal financial approach being taken currently by the 
Treasury in saving on medical aids while boosting carbon companies, is inimical to an investment-
driven wave towards community prosperity. 

There are no signs of the skills of the NSW Energy Minister of the 1980s, Peter Cox, who started energy 
conservation in Australia but not through ideological interventions, through appropriate independent 
inquiries and technologies with community engagement.  He taught me well as seen in Newcastle’s 
remarkable turnaround. 

Morrison manipulated the states and territories but Albanese welcomed then kept the “national cabinet” 
which is a fraud.  We give one message to our citizens and Islands neighbours but move contrary-wise in 
reality.  

This is a block of the emails that have been ignored, the self-pity is totally objective and true: 

You might recall that I offered my considerable efforts and knowledge gratis to the PM on 22 May (as 
previously).  I have experienced the same reaction I had from Turnbull's ascension and Kennedy's 
anointment in 2015, and we are now at crisis point. 
 
Be clear please, I am still homeless, you are still rejecting a feasible path to returning my stolen property 
and recovering the s/t outlay from Perrottet, and my fixed costs exceed 80% of my pension meaning 
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* I am well below the poverty line but am an experienced cook so 
 
* I cannot afford prime produce but am cooking in bulk - with diabetes and anaemia with cellulitis under 
weekly surveillance, I greatly fear a relapse and re-hospitalisation.  Please stop acting like the bastard 
NLP. 
 
Yesterday Jim seemed to have listened to my critique of the Summit, see his tweet, while the excellent 
Linda is facing this unnecessarily: 
 
(graphic of tweets to you and Jim) 
 
I have updated the Kennedy Un-masted webpage 
 
(https://sydneybetrayals.me/transparency-to-ensure-accountability/ ) 
 
and if I don't hear happy news at last from Jim, I glue my fingers to the phone of the impossibility of 
properly budgetting for fire-risk reduction (bushcare plus helicopters) if I have to remain locked to my IP. 
 
Surely Labor can do better than this. 
 

I am waiting for the PM and Treasurer to lead the discussion on integrating budget development with my 
much-suppressed national co-operative re-planning template to integrate responses to climate responses, 
demographic and migration changes, natural event crises and frequencies, and waste and inefficiency in 
existing infrastructure programs with failure of NSW, Victorian and especially Turnbull/Morrison “$110 billion 
pipeline” under iA’s separation from reality. 
 
Such summits produce hundreds of unstructured ideas grouped into themes, very professionally but 
reflecting a lack of focus on the real matters which bear on national prosperity, jobs growth and 
remuneration for workers and the disadvantaged.   
 

 

 
On the latter, there there has been little if any mention of past summits on 
social security and industry sector strategies (akin to Button Plans and 
Newcastle’s revival), inflation  or living costs on metropolitan fringes including 
tolls, congestion and stress.  

 
I am driven by such considerations as: 
 

• Dysfunctional lack of clarity between stimulus, investment, repair and integration, I have traced the 
elements of De-stimulus which relate to such confusion e.g. changes in education budgets and 
rejection of childcare and SME support.  No government has yet developed a “plan” 

• Governance disintegration which includes the domination of political apparatchiks and conflicted 
interests, and a lack of resilience planning such as with bushfires but also Corona, the examples are 
literally incredible, but add vicious, temporarily quiet, Trump-like anti-women and anti-climate 
prejudices.  These are disintegrative if there is such a word 

• Rejection of my significant papers on Budget reconstruction and integrating medicine and 
economic stability as Corona moves through its evolution, with unique involvements for local 
governments. The community understands the risks but the dominant political clique does not as 
Omicron mutations are accelerating 

• Re-balancing business support payments, recovery of greed-grabs by Harvey Norman and deceitful 
diversions of Job Seeker by QANTAS and other corporates, due to the incompetent March 2020 
legislative packages + need to reform National “Cabinet” into a proper Council 
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• The powerhouse states are seeing their revenue prospects fall away but are not cutting back on 
wasteful expenditure, NSW in particular is on a literally lunatic path, iNSW recently said focus on 
smaller projects but continued the anti-transit Parramatta stub tram and ignored “better ideas” and 
cost-saving “budget repairs” 

• Albo HST replacement is sitting there, unloved but why?   The alternative would promote regional 
prosperity where CLARA and HST would have harmed them. 

• Lack of economic nous in the media and the alienation of university economists and political 
scientists as the data series needed for fast responses to changing circumstances are corrupted by 
political opportunists like Frydenberg and Kennedy – the Fourth Estate is neutered 

• NSW and Feds ignoring total savings of c $140 billion-plus ($2014) from better ideas in “Eddington 
Bedrock:  from Christie to Greiner to Gibbons”, as well as “best transit support” in the world for 
Nancy Bird Walton Airport 

• Progressively killing the “best idea for 100 years”, the CBD Traffic Oasis and Transit Boulevard and 
the Goanna Transit Bridge with 2 expressnets at its end.  NSW Planning Minister Stokes is lying by 
progressing the White Bay redevelopment without any transit solution, UGNSW having tried to 
steal the Goanna as the only practical transit option for the precinct - Stokes’ shame instead of 
negotiating, the fool 

• NSW and others ignoring solutions to the collapse of metro and connex projects from incompetent 
engineering and economics, with massive adverse consequences for coming generations (see also 
sydneyimprovementpolitics.com/ethics 

There is a naïve presumption that manufacturing will be an automatic part of future prosperity.  This has 
been disproved over many years as China and Korea developed and now India is too.  The Government does 
not have a John Button and a political-scientist Treasurer needs to listen much more. 

The internal fences could be knocked over in one afternoon of discussions, which I offered, but is Albanese 
scared of that?  I have it all ready to go but  

 

 

 

 

The main illustration of evil “malenomics” was in July 2020 when Morrison/Frydenberg/Kennedy 
cancelled food and accommodation stimulus and Berejiklian collapsed the tourism zone of the Murray 
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River economy – thus smashing SMEs in “tourism” across the country but especially where I live (and for 
that reason).  The Victorian Premier turned that into a triple whammy when he clumsily included the 
disease-free “green zone” in his latest lockdown.  I have stated my disagreement with that approach in 
appendix 2. 

The Business Council of Australia and the hotel and catering lobbies refused to help me to reverse those 
hits.  I succeeded without help and now question their commitment to the real economy as opposed to Big 
Business rorting.   They were so dumb they called on their members to give then Top 10 Ideas as they were 
embarrassed by the quality of my work. 

So here were three immediate ideas I have not shared with Nev and am passing on this platform for 
copyright reasons: 

1. Pressure put on families and institutions through Zoom needs 1) subsidies for download limits & 
costs, backdated, and 2) upgrades in homes and institutions 

2. Best integrated stimulus is $2 billion for van parks for road and drainage upgrades but not under 
wastrels McCormack or Barilaro : pavements, drains and GPTs - obvious, duh 

3. 3rd pensioner payment to take us to the US level (I forced the 2nd) 

I added vouchers for childcare so local networks could maintain their capacities. 

Morrison, Cormann, Morison’s chief of staff, the “National Covid-19 Coordination Commission” and Angus 
Taylor were carbon ideologues, as boosted by Labor, my conclusion: 

Both sides are ignoring the importance of balance and competency in recovering from de-
carbonisation and marching strongly into the future, which the Coalition and Labor have not done 
before, are relying on inexpert and inexperienced political appointees and suppressing the skilled 
and experienced. 

An unofficial history of the first 10 weeks of an Integrity reform government which records ~ 

• 2 speeds, fast forward and reverse, with deepening of the impediments to integrity in key aspects 
including budgetary foundations and victimisation of victims* 

• A Treasurer who has an understanding of economic issues but did not understand the Budget issues of 
a series of highly dysfunctional and corrupt budgetary instruments 

• A treasury head* who constructed those dysfunctional and corrupt instruments;  and has  Ph D in 
health economics who ruined the health and broader economic aspects of the coronavirus crises 

• Failure “to change” after the PM who opposed integrity in infrastructure in 2007-13 refused “to 
change” 

• Continuation of crony deals which undermine intergenerational economics and equity 

The Government has passed the training wheels phase and is showing worrying trends, in long form: 

• Ministerial one-off announcements whereas good governments issues statements after Cabinet 
considers all inputs and makes a unity statement 

• Ministers are embarrassed when obvious questions are asked such as of the Health Ministers on 
Insiders, what about community-based protections, he went red and mumbled 

• Past allegations of bullying have not been resolved and Ministers are letting cruelty, malevolence 
and Budget stupidity slide by whereas good governments have a Gerry Gleeson to sort such things 
out in the quiet, Professor Davis seems to be more of a "mate" than a hard-discipline man. 

• Massive opportunities to improve programs are being ignored. 
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There is no “I am right” and “you are wrong”, the mongrels just slam the door no matter how valid your 
case is.  That is cowardly and corrupt. 

As with the bushfires, Morrison rejected climate change in toto and particularly OECD’s “Reviewing all 
government expenditure will be necessary to ensure adequate spending on high-priority areas and people, 
and enhance growth without threatening debt sustainability.   

Starting a review of public expenditures early is important because reallocation of spending 
towards priority areas is usually gradual”.  [On 15 June, 6 October and 18 December PM 
Morrison repeated the canards of successive failed cycles of stimulus, which, lacking rationale and 
wasting rivers of taxpayers’ money, seem to be based on twisted priorities in the back corridors of The 
Bubble – Morrison’s intrinsic “groupthink” lock-up.]  IMF used different words to convey the same 
intent. 

“Reviewing” is anathema to Frydenberg and Kennedy-aka-Chalmers (as being opposed to “Budget repair”) 
and Berejiklian/Perrottet  (psychotic addiction to HK loss-making shiny toys and the Debt Lake).   The 
“costs” of waste and ignored advice are discussed in other places. 

At the most basic levels, the optimistic political push to re-open the gates and “hope for the best” 
overlooked real challenges, not least being the lack of relevant data collection and reporting at industry 
sector, local, city/region and national levels – “targetting” and early warnings we now know to be 
essential.  Then there is a critical unmet need for a strong local system (as the Feds impede progress) for 
economic/medical continuity.  “Local solutions” are MIA.  NSW is always on the wrong foot. 

It is fair to infer from their timidity if not cowardice that they behaviours are based on 

 

Further, 
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In particular Chalmers is trying to pretend there is a basis remaining on which to build his October Budget 
but ~ 

• The “needs analyses” reside in my websites and three (to date) books and are unavailable to him 
without fairness, hobbling his ability to match problems with my and even his “solutions” 

• His methodology is the Coalition’s “gifting” approach which has no options and scenario-testing 
legitimacy in such key areas as Defence, urban and regional infrastructure and employment 
generation (ditto they cannot use my Newcastle world-class post-carbon achievements), Health and 
Education - in total violation of “Treasury Regs”, OECD and World Bank guidelines, and 
Eddington/Greiner published and accepted then rejected methodologies 

• I will gazump him at every turn as I did to Frydenberg/Kennedy to their complete bewilderment and 
subsequent Budget manoeuvrings through failed economic, bushfire, corona and climate 
challenges - because they have stolen from me and my family, hurt society and economy 
unnecessarily, and stopped me from supporting Save the Children, Police Legacy, cancer sufferers 
and their families, and my life-long ambition to honour our “forgotten heroes” 

• The “Unholy Succession” © from Morrison to Albanese has tainted the integrity and competence of 
the reforming government.  Two key portfolios have lacked merit-based assessments of 
incumbents against alternative appointees, in violation of corporate and public administration 
values, so far crippling outcomes. 

 
I have to add that the PM’s promise to “end the shameful tolerance for corruption” which dominated the 
backroom exclusion of society and experts has been compromised to the point that only my solution to 
the deep blood stains can expiate the foule pestilence of plagiarism. 
 
The chronology is so long that only one person kept track through chronologies and regular reports.  The 
rest is on sydneybetrayals.me in rich detail. 
 

Repression is ignoring and denying engagement on ideas, processes and case studies;  as well as 
locking decisions in backrooms among vested interests.  Strengthening the Bradfield system 
(Christie, Greiner and this analyst) was ditched in favour in 2012 of the PRC’s MTR’s metros on a 
parallel pattern of lines contrary to a succession of more careful official reports (2001, 2006 and 
2012-3).  Sources include Berejiklian’s project distortions and mistakes/deceits (samples, there are 
dozens)  
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Theft is using, or maliciously destroying – sacking and pillaging – citizens’ ideas and concepts – 
sources 

 
“Repair” of errors and non-actions is a requirement of the Charter of Budget Honesty, OECD 
protocols for recovery from recession and disturbances, and “Treasury Regs”.  Repair is intrinsic to 
“integrity” which includes eliminating waste and corruption, re-balancing distorted priorities, and 
clearing out unacceptable values.   

 
Finally here, In particular Chalmers has not properly considered ideas from away of Treasury, which he 
was informed of, such as focussing on 

• due process (integrity) 

• a systematic approach to infrastructure quality and cost effectiveness including “repairing” 
problems which impede productivity and proper resource priority-setting (OECD protocols) 

• don’t waste money on high risk, high cost and low service standards “shiny toys”, and 

• apply smart solutions to spiky problems including rapidly-escalating breaches of democratic 
standards. 

 
Here is an overview of social and economic costs associated with the decline in governance ethics and 
skills: 
 

National Ports & Logistics integration 
– ALP MPs and national distortions 
 
National indigenous fire risk 
reduction program c 8,000 workers, 
trained and equipped 

NSW is in critical dislocation between capacity needed Vs provided, 
partly because of PM’s Moorebank terminal 
 
Community & economic cost of bushfires is unpredictable but 
saving $600 m p.a. is feasible under climate change 
 

 
Sydney and other CBD traffic oasis, 
transit boulevard, circumferential by-
pass road and Goanna Transit Bridge 
with Fireworks Tower, 16,000+ 
housing units and two expressnets 
to NW and SE/S directions 

 
Direct developer local return c $1 billion plus reduced congestion in 
CBD and innerwest and world-famous attraction. % of Syd basin 
cost of $15 b pa, c $3 billion a year.  Massive international kudos, 
part of the “best idea in 100 years” (Loder and Christie) – I am a 
Sydney heavyweight, last of the nation-building generation of 
Wran and Greiner, but am quiet (ha!) 
 

 
Bondi Beach Expressnet 

 
Congestion and parking problems are chronic, there is no other 
solution (proven), c $0.4 b a year 
 

Sydney University Expressnet and 
tram extension 

Ditto, c $0.75 b a year 

 
Port of Newcastle solution with Prof 
Rob Lee to Inland Rail  

 
Potentially 30% share  
of system benefits, c >$2 billion a year across region 
 

World-best transit to Nancy Bird 
Airport and Aerotropolis – balloon 
loop off Main West (Christie and 
Greiner) 
 

Ditto, impediment to W Sydney $100 billion so reducing that is the 
issue 
 

Pause Metros and Beaches Link – 
avoid expensive future closures and 
reconstructions because of profound 

Lower congestion and pollution in special environment, frees 
Neutral Bay to Mosman, Castlecrag,  engineering mistakes, c $3 
billion 
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engineering mistakes and better 
options were ignored 
 
WS metros are a special case 
because of corrupted iA and GSC 
reports but the problem is so 
profound 
 

 
 
 
The appropriate vector in the national cooperative infrastructure 
review which will build independent expertise as the Neilson SATS 
study did under Milton Morris 

Applying Newcastle NSIP as template 
in post-carbon and “innovation 
precinct” vitality reforms 
 

Potentially in scale with Newcastle’s c $2 billion a year plus 
multipliers 
 

Regionalisation strategies to meet 
changed migration and 
demographic, climate and 
environmental, and 
industry/employment conditions 
 
Balanced post-carbon strategies – 
renewables c 35%, tourism c 35%, 
education and medicine c 20%, sport 
and arts c 10% 
 
NB this is a major part of the Climate 
challenge of 43%+, renewables will 
be a proportion but wider 
revitalisation will be critical and it is 
exiled from Budget discussions in 
the sterile corridors of Canberra. 

Critical importance over time, infrastructure costs of c $7 billion 
but benefits x40 likely 
 
 
 
Matter of international and national significance as well as regional 
and local sustainability, the Government has no ability to plan and 
manage the process, the 43% is notional and needs a practical 
direction such as Newcastle’s 

  
Creative Reconstruction of Local 
Governance and thinning 
Constitution ladder 

Benefits from a logical and organic leap in better local 
performance and community engagement is worth $ trillions in 
itself.  UK showed the way, I responded under Chris Hartcher MP 
and now local government is sodden in corruption and self-
importance 
 

Coordinate regional population and 
related responses to changes 

Above but profound 

 
Coordinate transport and land use as 
under Wran & Greiner Vs developers 
rule - High levels of fringe congestion 
on interurban freeways & trains, high 
costs imposed on households, 
insufficient decentralisation of jobs 

 
Profound and associated with EDDINGTON BEDROCK.  High levels of 
fringe congestion on interurban freeways & trains, loss of riverine 
agriculture 
 

 
Coordinate energy developments 
and related changes across the 
states and territories 

 
The NSW Govt sent me to US, Canada and Japan in 1985 to study 
network integration of privatised utilities.  Their common response 
was AVOID IT.  

  
Albanese laissez-faire iA graft and 
gifting 

Profound waste traced by Grattan Institute and my work, Lindsay 
Tanner was right in 2007 and Rudd should have listened to him 
 

Albanese Gold Coast tram It works but in terms of urban structure, the designer and manager 
of construction of Robina was adamant that extending the Airport 
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train around to the east and back was more cost-effective and 
environmentally beneficial and Albanese did not acknowledge the 
option 
 

Metros Albanese and Deegan wavered but the former’s Green Line was 
perverted but he gave it $92 million – where did that money end 
up? 

 
Corrupt Conflicts – iA, IPA, iNSW 

 
They have been playing Jack and Jill, now iA’s Eddington chairs 
IPA, Schott sat on both as did Mrdak and Kennedy, wholly 
unsatisfactory non-separation 

  
Berejiklian insanities: 
Museums 
Stadiums 
Cruise liner porting facilities but 
rejecting Goanna with maximum 
prejudice 

Berejiklian, like Baird, was bombastic in pushing the HK MTR Metro 
model of land speculation via Manhattanisation along axes rather 
than spread of medium density as in Greenpeace’s 1993 report 
(Carla Bell).  Albanese seems to have not understood Eddington, 
Christie and Keneally as well as my strategic insights 

 
There are other valuable ideas within Border Wars,  Righteous Blame and the four books, such as 

 
National Cabinet is a sop and ineffectual, PM made a mistake in saying “this is good legislation” but we 
need to get over that. It was tied to Gaetjen’s apron strings from the beginning and minutes have not 
leaked so we have to assume they failed to address a positive way of the crisis.  So in addition to the 
policy and process improvements outlined in the above download (c), here is an initiative to make 
national Budget decisionmaking more relevant (it includes aspects I introduced in the State 
Government to the praise of the then head of Treasury, Professor Percy Allan): 

• update reports and community-based data series (with ABS etc) which will guide "targetting" - 
spatial and sector areas needing early intervention vs those doing well (in document) 

• a special advisory panel, Stimulus Recovery Monitoring Panel or SRMP, well away from the NCC 
under Gaetjens and the BCA and Australian Industry Group, representative of SME activities across 
various sectors, retired but still connected, accountable for probity. In NSW I based monthly reports 
on +/- exception foci and that will predominate, but action line items will be critical 

• a new statutory instrument called MEEFYO or "month end economic and financial outlook", this to 
get Treasury off its butt and away from its beehive, using the monthly inputs to the full, engaging 
councils and communities. It will consolidate into MYEFO and the Budgets on the current proper 
6/12-month basis 

• active auditing by the ANAO and state and territory bodies to reduce waste and ensure probity 
(better than JobKeeper's). 

The reality of flexibility, scalability and rapidity will be met through these initiatives, which might well be 
improved through agency and community engagement.  There is much more as you will find. 
 
 

The toxins injected by Berejiklian in June 2012 into Sydney’s unsuspecting economy, community and 
media, metastasised and reached an epidemic intensity, detracting from economic and social 
sustainability.  They were willingly self-injected by two Prime Ministers and their Treasurers, and spread to 
Victoria, all now shamed.  The “checks and balances” inherent in the Federal/State divide has been replaced 
by a Secret Society.  There is no doubt where it started. 
 
The toxins have twisted already-vulnerable psyches into denying the essence of their political beliefs, such 
as (as examples) Tim Wilson and Dave Sharma as well as IPA and BCA. 
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Budgets are meant to be the practical expression of democratic processes.  
They have become the opposite – impositions  
on taxpayers (us) arising from backroom deals.   

 

Mike Baird’s and her changes to protective or “due diligence” systems prohibited any re-assessment and 
the correction of capricious blunders that had been born of mercantile corruption.   
 
The most valuable change right now would be for the the PM and Treasurer to abandon active denial of  

• Good ideas for improving Australian equity, productivity and environment as well as domestic and 
international repute 

• "repair" of blunders and ill-doing - in line with "Treasury Regs" and OECD protocols, the Red Hot 
issue being plagiarism which threatens  

o the prospects of proper budgetting,  

o industry development with carbon mitigation elements and  

o "community resilience" under ever-increasing COVID threats 

• Rewarding courage, ethics and professional excellence 
 

In the real world, corruption prevention and integrity have been delayed a year for the commencement of 
the Fed ICAC which will take another year for its first result, and continuation of Morrison corruption as 
though Morrison was not corrupt: 

• As yet, on 11 August, the Albanese Government has refused to come to grips with serial plagiarism 
by LNP and ALP ministers, agencies and the Rail Union, from NSW's top urban analyst amounting to 
criminal levels of corruption, with massive "economic cost" losses of value and increases in 
avoidable debt; but attempts to raise with the PM and Treasurer a sensible and cost-effective way 
to expiation has met "shameful tolerance" by ministers, agencies and parliamentarians. They are 
now sharing the load of allegations of corruption on the basis of the preceding definitions 

• the Treasurer has a personal friendship with a major corruption force, Stephen Kennedy, in the 
previous government with whom that top analyst had been battling over gross planning and 
management failures and in turn been banned by Kennedy from government media links. Kennedy 
visited the Treasurer in the Treasurer's Queensland home after the Ministry key roles were 
confirmed, with no independent witness evident in the photographs, and from that moment trust 
was seriously damaged - and must be confronted 

• The Albanese Government has inherited many critical policy, projects and relationship problems, 
some it had agreed with at the time (mostly in 2021), and dealt with some and not with others as 
though integrity has an on/off switch. The PM had vowed to end the false sanctity of National 
"Cabinet" minutes but walked out of the first meeting with Premiers refusing to say why he has 
then changed his mind, as though they still pretended there had been no conflict during Morrison's 
and Berejiklian's predations. The Treasurer had referred to the gross waste in the AUKUS/Biden 
nuclear subs check mate of the Morrison "PM ATM"; but the new PM met Biden in Tokyo and came 
out offering his first born and house to the US Military Gods and Chalmers was mute 

• How do malice and cruelty bear on climate responses? It's because I am so far ahead of the game 
I'm doing what I did to Frydenberg and Kennedy in mid-2020 - stop them dead in their tracks, I 
locked the gate to solutions. This is illustrated here - then read on to the dynamics. The solution is 
clear and I've put it a dozen times - expiate the evil and I'll donate my IP gratis and with 
enthusiasm. 

• On 28 June Chalmers said that "only by facing up to these challenges can we transform them into 
opportunities. And this time of great challenge is also a time of great opportunity". This is extreme 
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hypocrisy, as I replied, "This the guy who ignores good ideas and won't pay for the ones that are 
stolen". 

 
An aside, forensic historians must be true to facts and this shows that Victoria led the race to the debt 
ceiling and Berejiklian abandoned truth in her sick race to push HK’s takeover of Sydney’s  planning: 
 

 

 
 
Victoria’s debt Vs Berejiklian’s lies about asset sales funding shiny toys under the (disgraceful) “Baird 
Model” 
 
 
Kennedy had his mitts in so many distortions: 
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A last quote block: 
 

Robert Gibbons <rpgibbonsvic@gmail.com> 
 

Wed, Aug 10, 4:51 PM 
(18 hours ago) 

 
 
 

to Jim 

  

Jim, I know you're in Queensland but you'll get this, I'm doing a live TV interview tomorrow to get 
this ball really rolling.  
 
In view of your limited experience,  the Summit is at a  disorganized level and I sent that to the 
industry groups a couple days ago so I'll send them today's updated notes with a further note on 
what one of your colleagues is doing which is far more sensible. 
 

Do you really want to continue this cuz I am going to do exactly that tonight and first thing tomorrow morning 
 
 
Finally, there are several relevant websites which have more detail but the important lesson from this brief paper 
is that PM Albanese promised a journey to Integrity and said he knew he has to change and will, so I ask him to 
so do yet again. 
 
And 
 

Bairdijiklian Malenomics goes nation-wide

Baird & 
Berejiklian

Malcolm & 
Lucy Turnbull

Malcolm T & 
PM Morrison

Minister McCormack 
refuses to discuss issues 

despite promise

GSC protected via 3 Cities 
& 30-Minutes City

Turnbull & Berejiklian’s pre-
set of $100 million for a $0.5 

million St Marys job for 
buddy consultants

Turnbull’s CLARA gifting 
of $8 million then 

Morrison puts $40 m 
into improbable fast 

trains

Turnbull’s DIRD Western 
Rail Options – pre-set of 

Metro trains

Baird’s 72
nd

week 
reversal of LGA 

negotiations ditto

WS City Deal 
with both 
Turnbulls

Baird’s permission to 
CBD & ES Tram w/o 

legitimacy

Morrison & Frydenberg continue 
RG plagiarism and unfairness, 

loss of Value Proposition

Baird’s collapse of 
Treasury Regs into 

faux Business Cases

Baird’s Newcastle Port 
secret levy 

(monopolistic)

Rejection of 
2009 COAG City 

Plan in 2012

LG & Planning stuff-
ups

MYEFO “repair”: Gaetjens 
blocks RG email

Morrison builds City 
Deal & distortions into 

2016-8 Budgets

WestConnex in dreadful 
trouble, Govt hides key info

Baird & Berejiklian shift 
WestConnex mess to Nth 

Beaches with vast delay, risk, 
cost and densification 

implications

iA produces invalid assessment of 
WestConnex business case AFTER 
SGS release better critique, iA lies 

abt is WS involvement

Baird secret levy 
exposed, ACCC fights, 
Berejiklian digs in, iA 
commissions Calfas –
facilitate monopolies 

Morrison $3.5 billion into 
St Marys = not listening

This graphic shows that a 
high proportion of the 
misadventures facing 
Australian cities and 
regions, including the 
$100 billion over 10 years, 
have, at their centres, 
Malenomic arrangements 
associated with  the 
respective political 
instigators.

This is a Cabinet issue but 
as our national prosperity 
and international repute 
are at risk, the issues are:

1. To what extent did  
connections influence 
professional 
standards when major 
policy conflicts arose?

2. To what extent have 
they inhibited the 
“repair” of their 
original patrons’ 
misadventures? 

3. To what extent have 
RG’s innovations & 
solutions been 
inhibited due to the 
breakdown of due 
diligence processes?

Distorted outcomes 
do not “just happen”

They come out of 
people & processes

Deputy Secretary 
of PMO w 
irrelevant skills 
who engineer-ed 
Turnbulls’ City 
Deal and who was 
moved into Mike 
Mrdak’s DIRD 
seat

Chief of Staff to 
Treasurers 
Costello & 
Morrison, 
Baird/Berejiklian’s 
CEO in NSW 
Treasury and now 
Frydenberg’s in 
Fed Treasury 
dealing with 
same issues
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5 August after Chalmers 
rejected another gentle

offer for win-win


